80   TRADITIONAL OR PERIOD STYLES IN FURNISHINGS
PERIOD FURNITURE
Distinct period styles evolved during each of the three great
international decorative movements which developed in Italy and
spread over Europe and to America. The Renaissance movement
occurred in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries; the Baroque
movement, in the seventeenth and eighteenth; and the Neo-Classic
movement, in the late eighteenth century. For descriptive and his-
torical charts of period furniture, see pages 428 and 429.
An easy although not entirely accurate way to identify period
furniture is as follows:
 1.	Large straight-legged = Renaissance (ItaL, Span., Kng.).
 2.	Large curved-legged = Baroque (Italian, Louis XIV, Queen
Anne, Chippendale).
 3.	Small curved-legged = Rococo (Louis XV, Chippendale).
 4.	Small straight-legged = Neo-Classic Pompeian (Louis XVI,
Adam, Sheraton, Hepplcwhite).
 5.	Splay or flare-legged - Neo-Classic Empire (Duncan Phyfe,
Directoire, English Regency, some Empire).
 6.	Mixtures of all types = Victorian.   Nineteenth century.
MODERN USE OF RENAISSANCE STYLES
Spanish Renaissance furniture is available for the Spanish type
dwellings built in semi-tropical sections of the United States.
Elaborate forms of Renaissance and Baroque furniture are some-
times combined ia large, impressive dwellings and public buildings.
A simple primitive type of Spanish colonial furniture is made for
small houses or for those with a farm atmosphere. See page 106.
English Renaissance furniture is used in some large buildings,
such as clubs and college buildings, especially those of Gothic
architecture. See page 85* The English furniture should be sup-
plemented by continental Renaissance items and also by more
comfortable seating furniture. Both Tudor and Jacobean furniture
are also suitable for early English houses but not for the Georgian*
Cottage furniture of this type in oak may be used in simple homes,
Good reproductions, as well as poor adaptations, of the furniture
of this period are usually on the market Early American furni-
ture consists mostly of the simplified transplanted English Jacobean
and Renaissance styles*

